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Black Diamond Video Installs New Zero Footprint OR in Huntair Showroom
Point Richmond, California, October 6, 2014 – Black Diamond Video today announced it completed
installation of a state-of-the-art Zero Footprint OR™ in the Huntair showroom in Phoenix, Arizona. The
showroom displays the latest in OR integration solutions from Black Diamond Video, surgical lights and
booms from Trumpf, and innovative CLEANSUITE® laminar flow ventilation technology from Huntair.
"The partnership with Huntair developed naturally as both of our companies are best in class and are
focused on designing and developing meaningful technologies for today's OR,” says Devon Bream,
Global Vice President of Medical Sales and Marketing for Black Diamond Video.
In the showroom, Black Diamond Video showcases its newly launched methodology for operating room
design, the Zero Footprint OR, by positioning the IDSS equipment rack outside of the showroom’s mock
operating room. BDV’s Zero Footprint OR approach locates BDV’s IDSS equipment rack outside of the
operating room at a distance up to 1000 meters without video signal degradation. By removing the rack
from the operating room, BDV supports infection control and lends great flexibility to architects and
equipment planners.
Clients visiting the showroom are able to experience advanced features of Black Diamond Video’s IDSS,
just as they could in many of today’s operating suites: ultra HD 4K image management, multi-source
windowing of surgical video, unique tablet-based viewing and control functions, and intuitive device autoidentification provided by BDV’s industry-first common connector technology. Clients can see firsthand
how seamlessly BDV systems integrate with boom, light and other equipment manufacturers.
"When clinical teams are considering innovative, cost-saving new technologies for new OR builds and
remodels, this new showroom will illustrate these solutions working in harmony,” says Bream. “This
integrated showroom is yet another demonstration of why BDV is the fastest growing company in the
integrated OR space."
"Our end users benefit from our synergistic relationship with Black Diamond Video and Trumpf,” says
Kevin Schreiber, Director of Healthcare for CLEANSUITE. “Together, we are able to deliver great
operating room solutions that integrate flawlessly with one other. We look forward to welcoming and
educating customers from around the world at this facility.”
About Black Diamond Video, Inc.
Black Diamond Video is a leading manufacturer and integrator of high-resolution digital video processing
solutions for mission-critical medical, federal and commercial applications. The company manufactures a
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complete product line of 4K matrix switches, processors, scalers, signal conditioners, converters,
extenders, system controllers, digital recorders, and H.264 streaming and conferencing technology.
For more information about Black Diamond Video and/or its products, visit
www.blackdiamondvideo.com. You may also call (510) 439-4500; fax (510) 439-4599; or write to
503 Canal Boulevard, Point Richmond, CA 94804. Contact Laura Jumper, Media Relations at (877)
549-6600 or e-mail lauraj@blackdiamondvideo.com.

About CLEANSUITE®
CLEANSUITE® is the leading integrated, modular air delivery system for critical environments in
healthcare. CLEANSUITE® offers single large diffuser “SLD” technology for air delivery in an OR that
includes flush lighting, airflow control and structural support for equipment mounting, all in a single
modular system that delivers superior performance. “Faster installation, Better environment.”
For more information about CLEANSUITE®, visit

http://www.huntair.com/Products/CLEANSUITE.aspx . You may also call Kevin Schreiber at (503)
888-0959; or write to 19555 SW 124th Ave., Tualatin OR 97062 or e-mail kevins@huntair.com

